BLACK FORTUNE SHARES NEW "BANKRUPT" SINGLE
LISTEN HERE
OSSHLORD MIXTAPE OUT JUNE 19TH

DOWNLOAD "BANKRUPT" ARTWORK HERE

June 12, 2020 (Los Angeles) – DMV artist Black Fortune has unveiled a new single entitled
"Bankrupt," which will be featured on his forthcoming OsshLord mixtape, arriving next Friday,
June 19th. On the track, Black Fortune effortlessly unleashes his slick and catchy verses over the
airy production. Check it out HERE and lookout for the official video coming soon.
"The 'Bankrupt' track for me is a lighter, more fun track for people to vibe and turn up to. It's a
perfect summertime song to party to," Black Fortune shares. "I linked up with producers, Flamey
and Mark Nilan, out in LA in the studio. We went through beats and 'Bankrupt' came on, and it
was a little different for me, so I wanted to try it out. And from the first take, it was a hit for
us. And we got a crazy visual to it too. We shot a real movie put together by me and my managers,
Q and GB (Pearl House), along with Omada productions that goes with the song perfect. It also

features my homie Ayye Pap, comedian from the DMV, who helped out playing a role in the video
and crushed it off his acting. I wanted to make sure everything was perfect with this record and I'm
excited to share this one with everyone. Ossh!"
Black Fortune has been steadily building momentum for the arrival of OsshLord, a follow-up to his
2019 debut mixtape, OsshRock Deluxe, which garnered attention from The FADER, HYPEBEAST,
Lyrical Lemonade, HipHopDX, Elevator Magazine and more. Earlier this year, Black Fortune shared
"Nothing To Lose" and "Off Sh*t" feat. Fivio Foreign as a preview of what's to come on the new
project.

DOWNLOAD PHOTO HERE (CREDIT: MIKE MILLER)

About Black Fortune:

Landover, Maryland historically may not be known for producing music stars, but that’s about to
change with the emergence of a 22-year-old rap and R&B phenom named Black Fortune.
D.C./Maryland/Virginia (DMV) has slowly developed into a hotbed of youthful hip-hop culture,
churning out original artists with new energy and Black Fortune’s name is quickly becoming
synonymous with the spirit of it all. He started uploading music in 2016 and continued dropping
heat over the next two years, gaining significant attention with 2018’s "OsshWop" and “DMV
Anthem.”
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